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1.  [Auctioneer]  Handwritten 1862 Receipt for Auctioneer Services.  "Received of A.H. 
Baughman assignee of Nathan Engle Eight dollars for services rendered in Crying sale of 
Property of (illegible) Engle - March 26/62 (signed) George W. Wright". Single sheet. 7.5"x3". 
Light soil.  [40214]  $25

2.  [Auctions]  Westerfield, Ray Bert.  Early History of 
American Auctions- A Chapter in Commercial History.  
Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and 
Sciences: May, 1920.  An offprint from Vol.23 of the 
Transactions. Westerfield was an associate professor at 
Yale, and his study is mainly concerned with the early 19th 
century use of auctions by importers and merchants as a 
means of avoiding high import tariffs on goods of foreign 
manufacture, and the legislation which tried to combat this 
problem. An interesting sidelight on early American trade. 
Uncommon.  Softcover. 6.5"x9.5". Ex-institutional, with 
several stamps, and a perforation on the title page; cover 
edges slightly chipped, spine reinforced with cloth tape; a 
fragile pamphlet.  [39093]  $45

3.  [Authors]  19th Century Author’s Circular Seeking Agents to Sell His Books.  No 
date, probably 1850s.  Duane Rulinson was the author and publisher of a variety of non-
fiction titles in the 1850s and 1860s.  Single sheet. 7.5"x9.5". Folded. Some soil and 
wear.  [40244]  $25
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4.  [Bennington]  Bennington, Vermont Battle Monument Dedication 
Silk.   The monument has its own website, which explains- "The 
Bennington Battle Monument is 306 feet 4 and 1/2 inches tall and was 
completed and dedicated in 1891. It is constructed from blue-grey 
magnesian limestone. The Monument was built to commemorate the 
Battle of Bennington which occurred on August 16, 1777, and is 
considered to be the turning point in the Revolutionary War. It is owned 
by the State of Vermont, and is supported by The Friends of the 
Monument, a non-profit volunteer group. A number of events are 
scheduled at the Monument each year, and the public is welcome.  
2"x7". Minor soil, light wear.  [40241]  SOLD

5.  [Bunker Hill]  The Stranger's Guide: or Explanations of the 
Locations, Objects, etc. as seen from the Bunker Hill Monument 
(cover title: Bunker Hill Guide. For the use of Strangers visiting the 
Monument.)  Charlestown; printed for J.B. Goodnow: 1864. 

A handy guide which was first published at least as early as 1848. The 
text begins with descriptions of the views to the East, South, West, and 
North, then describes 
the Battle of Bunker 
Hill, the construction of 

the monument, and the inscription on the 
monument. The Bunker Hill Monument was 
built to commemorate the Battle of Bunker Hill 
(you might already have guessed that). It stands 
221 feet high and was made from granite 
quarried in nearby Quincy, with construction 
taking from 1827 to 1843. It is, somewhat 
famously, not actually on Bunker Hill, but on 
nearby Breed's Hill, but that's ok, because the 
Battle of Bunker Hill mostly took place on 
Breed's Hill as well. Although the Monument 
Association had originally purchased most of the 
battlefield site, by 1838 fundraising was lagging 
and they were forced to sell off everything for 
house lots except the hill's summit in order to 
pay for the monument's completion.  Softcover. 
3.5"x4.75", 15 pages. Some wear and soil.  
[39875]  $125
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6.  [Civil War]  Handwritten Letter Inviting N.H. General Joab N. Patterson to an 1877 
Regimental Reunion.  "Bristol, N.H. Aug 25 1877 - Gen J.N. Patterson: Dear Sir:- The 
Executive Committee of the 12th Regt takes pleasure in forwarding to you the enclosed 
invitation to attend the reunion of that Regt in this place on the 7th of Sept. We hope most 
earnestly, that your duties will be such that you will be able to accept this invitation and be 
present with us. Be assured that it will afford the officers and men of this Regt much pleasure to 
welcome you at that time. Very Truly Yours (signed) H.B. Fowler, Prvt." 

"The 12th New Hampshire Infantry was organized in Concord, New Hampshire and mustered in 
for a three year enlistment on September 10, 1862 under the command of Colonel Joseph Haydn 
Potter. The 12th New Hampshire Infantry mustered out of service June 21, 1865. It took part in 
the Battle of Fredericksburg, Burnside's 2nd Campaign ("Mud March"), Battle of 
Chancellorsville, Battle of Gettysburg, Battle of Drewry's Bluff, Battle of Cold Harbor, Siege of 
Petersburg and Richmond. The regiment lost a total of 320 men during service; 11 officers and 
170 enlisted men killed or mortally wounded, 1 officer and 138 enlisted men died of disease." 

The University of New Hampshire Library, which holds his papers- notes: "Joab Nelson 
Patterson was born in Hopkinton, NH on January 2, 1835. He was employed as a teacher in New 
Hampshire and Massachusetts prior to his graduation from Dartmouth in 1860. In 1861, 
Patterson opened a recruiting office in Contoocook and raised a company of men for service in 
the Civil War. He enlisted himself and was commissioned First Lieutenant of Company H, 2nd 
Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers. He 
was promoted captain in May 1862 and 
the following year was wounded at the 
Battle of Gettysburg. Patterson rose to the 
rank of colonel before the end of the war. 
He was appointed Brevet Brigadier 
General of U.S. Volunteers prior to being 
mustered out in December 1865. Joab 
Patterson served also in the Spanish-
American War and was influential in the 
Grand Army of the Republic (G.A.R.). He 
was elected to the New Hampshire House 
of Representatives in 1866 and served as 
U.S. Marshal for the state from 1867 to 
1886. He served as Second Auditor of the 
U.S. Treasury from 1889 to 1893. General 
Patterson died at his home in Concord, 
N.H. on July 19, 1923."  

Single sheet. 8"x10". Minor soil.  [40218]  
$60
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7.  [Crystal Gazing]  Conlin, Claude Alexander.  Crystal Gazing. Its History and Practice, 
with a Discussion of the Evidence for Telepathic Scrying.  Los Angeles; Press of Kellow & 
Brown. No date, but probably around 1919-20.  

Oh my, where to begin? Claude Alexander Conlin [1880–1954] was also known as The Great 
Alexander, Alexander the Crystal Seer, and Alexander the Man Who Knows. Hardly germane to 
our story, but certainly interesting, is the fact that he was known as these things to as few as 
seven, and possibly as many as 14, different wives, some possibly at the same time. Born in the 
staid, perhaps even dull, town of Alexandria, South Dakota, young Alexander seems to have been 
something of a troublesome lad, although it needs to be noted that many details of his life are 
unclear and his biographers could not always sort truth, fiction, and Alexander's account of 
things into a coherent whole. He is said to have spent his early manhood in an out of local jails, 
running from the authorities in speedboats filled with bootlegged liquor, extorting money, and 
engaging in Oklahoma prison breaks. He himself claimed to have taken part in the shooting of 
the Alaska gold rush con-man, Jefferson "Soapy" Smith, but there has never been much evidence 
to support his claims on that subject. 

It would have been a bit ironic if he had been involved, because when he hit his 30s Alexander 
became one of the most celebrated con-men of the stage of his time. The Great Alexander, as he 
became known, was a celebrated, highly successful vaudeville magician, specializing in psychic 
performances, mind reading and other highly-dubious enterprises, cutting quite the figure in his 
Oriental robes and feathered turbans, with his omnipresent crystal ball always at his side, gazing 
into the future, perhaps for a new wife. Wikipedia notes- "All of Alexander's biographers, Darryl 
Beckmann, David Charvet, and Alexander's biographer of the 1940s, Robert A. Nelson, have 
said that Alexander was the highest-paid mentalist in the world at the height of his career, during 
the 1920s. Both sources state that he earned multiple millions of dollars during his career on 
stage and that during his lifetime he may have been the highest paid entertainer in the field of 
magic." 

He was also inventive, developing electrical stage effects which must have been quite startling in 
an age not numbed of its ability to feel wonder by a constant stream of CGI effects. He retired 
before he was 50 and spent his remaining years hobnobbing with celebrities including Marion 
Davies, Margaret Sullivan, Jackie Coogan, and Clara Bow. He also wrote a book exposing the 
trade cons and tricks of psychics, mentalists, and mediums. 

But here again we hit a snag- although he was certainly a stage-based con-man himself, and he 
exposed many fraudulent spiritualists to the public, he seems to have believed that certain 
psychic and mentalist phenomenon were real. In 1919 he founded a publishing house which 
specialized in astrological, Spiritualist, and New Thought books and pamphlets. His 'Crystal 
Silence League' encouraged affirmative prayer, the development of Spiritualistic mediumship, 
and crystal ball scrying. In fact in this Crystal Gazing pamphlet, whose text, um, "liberates" 
much information from Northcote W. Thomas's 1905 book on the same subject, Alexander 
includes a full-page application for his 'Crystal Silence League' as the last page. 
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Or maybe he never believed that at all.  While he made a career, fame, and fortune of knowing, 
or claiming to know, what others were thinking, it remains very hard to discern what the Great 
Alexander himself thought. I suppose that of such mysteries, interesting lives are made. This 
booklet is very uncommon, much like The Great Alexander himself.  

Softcover. 5.5"x8.5", 8 pages, plus an application form. Minor wear.  [39685]  $250

8.  [Dragoons]  Statement of the Cost of certain Garments, &c. composing a Suit of 
Dragoon Clothing, calculated at the present prices of the materials.  American, ca. 1800.  
A very interesting ephemeral item listing, in two columns, all the clothing and accessories 
needed to completely outfit a dragoon, with costs, including cap, coat, vest, overalls, frocks, 
trousers, gaithers, shirt, musician's coat, stockings, socks, shoes, boots, blanket, stock and clasp, 
cockade and eagle, feather, and cloak. At the bottom it notes: "For the price of a Sergeant's 
Clothes, add 10 per cent. To that of Privates- that is, for the Coats, Vests, overall and Shirts; the 
other garments being the same quality with those of the Privates". Although not dated, this sheet 
is very, very similar to a sheet of the costs of Infantry Clothing in the Ann S.K. Brown Collection 
at the John Hay Library, dated by the Library as 1800. Dragoons, mounted infantry, were used in 
the United States armed forces from 1776 to 1861.  Single sheet. 8"x6.5". Light soil.  [37704]  
         $400
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9.  [Electric Bells]  Early Electrician's Broadside.  Pennsylvania, c.1900.  "Silas L. 
Bennethum, Practical Electrician, is prepared to put up Electric Bells and Enunciators at short 
notice. His rates are reasonable. All orders left at Bright's American House will be promptly 
attended to." Silas L. Bennethum is listed as having died at age 56 and was buried on November 
28, 1913, at Aulenbach Cemetery, Reading, Pennsylvania.  Broadside. 6"x7.5". Minor age-
toning, folded.  [39880]  $150
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10.  [Funeral]  1885 Funeral Receipt.  A partly-printed receipt, with a handsome engraving of 
an equestrian statue: "Clinton, Apr. 20th, 1885 - Received of Robt Atin(?) - Fifty Dollars - 
Funeral expense of his Father - $50.00 (signed) George Bruno".  Single sheet. 8.5"x3.25". Minor 
soil.  [40212]  $20

11.  [Funeral]  Handwritten 1893 Funeral 
Receipt.  An itemized receipt: "Warner, 
N.H. feb. 17th 1893 - Estate of Roxanna 
Eaton Dr. - To paid T.F. Clough for use of 
Church and warming same at time of 
funeral, 2.00 - To paid Rev. A.J. Ferguson 
for services attending said funeral, 2.00 - To 
expense of burial, 4.00 - Rec'd payment of 
$8.00 - Jubal H. Eaton (signed) 
G.G.George, Undertaker".  Single sheet. 
5.5"x9". Minor soil.  [40213]  $25
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12.  [Gravestone Company Archive]  W.H. Grindol & Sons, Mausoleums, Monuments [and] 
Granite Works of Decatur, Illinois: Archive of Correspondence and Materials from 
1923-1954.  An interesting archive containing: Painted wooden sign, 10.5"x5.5" - 4.75"x6.5" 
albumen print of the company building - unused example of company letterhead and envelope - 
several hundred invoices and letters, most from suppliers, or clients, concerning monuments and 
related work. Some WWII-era material regarding getting approval for erection of monuments 
from local War Board - Book: Tabulated Granite Estimates in Barre Granite (Chicago: 1903) - 
Book: Barre Granite Estimating Book (of) The Granite Manufacturers Association, Barre, 
Vermont (Barre: 1920). The Special Collections & University Archives Library at the University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, which holds much of the earlier archive material for the firm, notes- 
"A great-grandson of Revolutionary War general Henry Haller, William H. Grindol (1840-1927) 
settled with his family in Decatur, Illinois, in 1864, building a successful career in the retail 
marble trade. Beginning in partnership with Paul F. Jones, and later with his son, Grindol 
advertised his firm as dealers in “all kinds of foreign and American monuments,” selling marble 
and granite monuments, building stone, and iron reservoir vases. He was one of the founders of 
the Retail Marble and Granite Dealer’s Association of Illinois, serving as President of the Central 
District in 1897."  First book worn, covers detached; albumen print mount stained, 
correspondence with usual wear and soil. Multiple pieces, variable wear.  [40205]  $400
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13.  [Humbugs]  Promotional Materials for the 1858 Ypsilanti, Michigan 'Great Western 
Enterprise' Gift Lottery Humbug.  Ypsilanti(?); A.M. Evans & Co. 1858.  A nice set of 
promotional materials for the greatest gift lottery ever- guaranteed! On Saturday, April 24, 1858, 
the promoters promised (pinky swear!) to give away a $5,000 house, and thousands of cash gifts, 
to lucky ticket holders! How could you lose? The promotional broadside, circular letter to agents, 
and nicely-printed tickets all exuded just the right combination of charm, integrity and lots of 
pretty color printing. "Humbug, A Look at Some Popular Impositions", printed in New York in 
1859, mentions the "Great Western Enterprise" in its chapter devoted to lottery scams, of which 
this sort of "Gift Enterprise" was a fairly new but popular version, following the general collapse 
of more straightforward lottery scams after many scandals.  13 pieces. Broadside- 5.5"x12", 
printed in black, red and blue. Circular letter- 5"x8", printed in black. 11 individual $1.00 tickets- 
4.5"x2.75". Some soil and stains to the broadside, hole in the middle affecting a few letters, and 
bottom torn, affecting the word "Shares" and the bottom margin. Circular page with some soil, 
some light soil and folds to the tickets.  [40203]  $650
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14.  [Ice]  Three 19th Century Receipts 
for Ice.  American, 1870s-80s.  Three 
printed/handwritten receipts: Two from 
Charles H. Lamprey, Dr., of Laconia, New 
Hampshire, dated October 16 and 20, 1887, 
and one from D.W. Clark & Co., of 
Portland, Maine, dated November 1, 1880.  
3 receipts. 6.5"x3" and 8"x3", some soil.  
[40207]  $20

15.  [Iowa]  Catalogue of the Art Loan 
Exhibition at the M.E. Church, Red Oak, 
Iowa.  Red Oak; Record Job Print: 1880.  An 
interesting catalog, showing just how up-and-
coming Iowa could be in late Victorian days. The 
Red Oak Methodist Episcopal Church was chock-
full of committees to organize these exhibitions, 
including committees for Ceramics & Silverware 
- Bric-a-Brac, Relics and Curiosities - Laces and 
Textile Fabrics - Paintings and Engravings - 
Mineral Specimens, Coins and Jewelry - Books 
and Manuscripts - Comic Department - 
Daguerreotypes, Photographs, etc. - Floral and 
Decorating - Music and Entertainment - 
Refreshments. The catalog listing of the items exhibited is divided into the categories previously 
listed, as well as a section of "Cabinets", collections of items including "150 specimens from the 
Holy Land", Persian artifacts, and so on. The catalog also serves as a de facto Commercial 
directory, including many pages of illustrated advertisements for Red Oak area businesses. Red 
Oak was first settled in the 1850s, and became the county seat of Montgomery County in 1865. 
In 1869 the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad came through. The population in 1880 was 
3,755, and its main claim to fame, other than having kick-ass Victorian art exhibitions, is that 
Johnny Carson lived there as a youngster.  Softcover. 4.5"x7.5", 36 pages, many illustrated 
advertisements. Minor soil, light wear.  [39872]  $100
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16.  [Law]  Rules of the Supreme Judicial Court of 
Massachusetts. 1836.  No printer or date, but Massachusetts: 
1836.  Includes Rules for the Regulation of Practice at Common 
Law in Massachusetts, Schedule of Forms, and Rules for the 
Regulation of Practice in Chancery in Massachusetts, the whole 
signed in type by the Clerk of Courts, George C. Wilde.  
Softcover. 4.5"x7.5", 65 pages, interleaved with blank sheets. 
Bound in old marbled paper covers. Minor wear, light soil.  
[40198]  $250
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17.  [Lindbergh]  Charles A. Lindbergh Scrapbook.  Concord, NH area, ca.1927 and later.  A 
scrapbook of 50 sheets with newspaper clippings- stories, photos, drawings, cartoons, etc., about 
Lindbergh and his appearances, basically starting with his visit to Concord, New Hampshire in 
the spring of 1927. A handwritten note at the beginning states- Photographs taken of Col. Charles 
A. Lindbergh from the time of his flight to Paris until the present day. The pictures are somewhat 
mixed up but were pasted in this book at the time they were procured. Margaret Duncan". The 
clippings include Lindbergh's engagement to Anne Morrow, and the last photo on the last page is 
one of the Lindbergh baby. In addition to the clippings there are three postcard-size photos of 
Lindbergh in Concord, N.H., two smaller snapshots of Lindbergh with crowds, and four small 
snapshots of The Sprit of St. Louis, one with Lindbergh.  Notebook. 8"x11", 50 sheets of pasted 
clippings and some photos (as noted above), with additional loose clippings. Some general wear 
and toning.  [37972]          $400
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18.  [Light Bulbs]  Set of 11 Promotional Tags for Mazda Light Bulbs.  American, 
1910-1930.  The "Mazda" brand name for its tungsten filament incandescent light bulb was 
trademarked by General Electric in 1909, and was used by GE and Westinghouse until 1945. The 
bulb was named for Ahura Mazda, the God of Zoroastrianism whose name means light of 
wisdom. The bulbs were marketed by emphasizing their predictable performance and long life 
expectancy for a wide variety of uses, including home lighting and car headlights. "GE also 
licensed the Mazda name, socket sizes, and tungsten filament technology to other manufacturers 
to establish a standard for lighting. Bulbs were soon sold by many manufacturers with the Mazda 
name attached, including British Thomson-Houston in the United Kingdom, Toshiba in Japan, 
and GE's chief competitor Westinghouse, which advertised their bulbs with paintings by 
Maxfield Parrish. In the 1925 Felix the Cat cartoon The Cat and the Kit, Mazda lamps are Felix's 
choice of car headlights. In the play The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams, after the rain 
knocks out the electricity, Amanda says: 'We'll just have to spend the remainder of the evening in 
the nineteenth century, before Mr. Edison made the Mazda lamp!' The Mazda light bulb is 
improbably mentioned in the 1952 Johnny Mercer song Glow Worm: 'You got a cute vest-pocket 
Mazda/Which you can make both slow and fazda'."  11 Pieces. minor wear, one short tear.  
[40224]  $45

19.  [Mackerel Inspector]  Partly-printed 1847 Boston Fish Receipt.  A receipt for the firm of 
Otis Churchill, "Cooper and Inspector of Mackerel, and Packer of Dry Fish in all size Packages, 
No. 55 Long Wharf".  Single sheet. 7.5"x5". some soil and wear.  [40215]  SOLD
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20.  [Medical]  Four 19th Century Medical/
Doctor Receipts.  American 1860s-1870s.  Four 
receipts for "Medical Attendance and Medicine" and 
"Professional Services and Medicine", all made out 
to Mr. Arthur Tucker, of New Hampshire, dated 
1865, 1873, 1874, and 1875.  Four pieces. 6.5"x3", 
minor soil, some wear.  [40209]  $20

21.  [Milk]  Six 19th Century Milk Delivery 
Receipts.  American, 1870s-80s.  Six partially 
printed receipts: four from H. Newell Emmons, of 
Bristol, New hampshire, dated 1884 and 1885, one 
from A.H. Haskell, of Portland, Maine, dated 
1879, and one from H.G. Prescott, of Belmont 
(Massachusetts?), dated 1873.  Six pieces. 7"x3" 
and 5.5"x2". Slight wear, minor soil, several punch 
holes.  [40208]  $25
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22.  [Mississippi]  Two 1832 Land Receipts for Mount Salus (Clinton) Mississippi.  Clinton's 
website notes- "The original settlement was founded in 1805 at the junction of the Natchez Trace 
and Old Vicksburg Road. Originally, the location was home to the Indian agency Mount Dexter, 
operated by Robert H. Bell. The settlement was home to many settlers in 1823, when Walter 
Leake, the Governor of Mississippi, purchased land in the area to build his home. When the 
governor's home was completed it was christened Mount Salus, meaning mountain of health, 
since it was built near a large, flowing spring. Soon after Governor Leake took residence, the 
community adopted the name of his manor home. The Mt. Salus community became well known 
to the travelers along the Natchez Trace for its many healthful and refreshing springs. Clinton is 
at the crossroad of Mississippi where the Natchez Trace stagecoach line and state roads 
connected Mt. Salus with Vicksburg, Natchez, and Jackson. At the center, Mt. Salus was under 
consideration to be the capital of the newly formed state of Mississippi. In 1828, town planners 
felt that the name of the proposed capital city should be more prestigious. So, the City of Clinton 
was born, named for DeWitt Clinton, former Governor of New York and a prominent citizen 
during the early 1800s. Quite unexpectedly, in 1829 Clinton was defeated in its bid to become 
the state capital by one vote. But defeat was secondary. During the 1830s, Clinton experienced a 
building boom which qualified it as the third-largest city in Mississippi, surpassed only by the 
port cities of Natchez and Vicksburg. At this time Clinton was home to over 40 businesses and 
professional offices, and to one of the largest cotton gins of its time."  Two receipts. 8"x2.25. 
Some soil and wear.  [40204]  $40

23.  [Model Schools]  1883 Clinton Model School Photographic Diploma.  "Clinton Model 
School - This Diploma was awarded to Joseph Managhan (?)  For general proficiency in Junior 
4th Division, at Examination held on July 13th, 1883". A real-photo shows an attractive wooden 
school building with a fancy cupola surrounded by a neat fence and small trees. An attractive, 
interesting and unusual piece. We have been able to locate no information on the school.  
Broadside. 11"x14". Some soil and wear, tide mark, corner chipped. [40253]  $150 
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24.  [Newspapers]  1814 Boston, Massachusetts Newspaper Subscription Receipt. A receipt 
for the "Daily Advertiser (crossed out) and Repertory".  Single sheet. 8"x2.75". Minor soil, light 
wear.  [40251]  $40

25.  [Nuclear Weapons]  Atlantic Monthly Promotional Card for 'No Place to Hide'.  New 
York: 1947.  Wikipedia notes, in a lengthy and informative article: “The effects of the 
radioactivity resulting from the atomic bomb experiment at Bikini in 1946 are analyzed by Dr. 
David Bradley in No Place to Hide, published in 1948. Viewing the problem from the public 
health aspect, the physician is concerned chiefly with the inability to eradicate completely the 
radioactive materials left by such an explosion, and with the necessity for publicizing the danger 
of accepting the prospect of atomic war with complacency.” 

“Under the Army program that permitted medical students to continue their work, with the 
proviso that they serve in the Army medical services upon the completion of their studies, 
Bradley attended the Medical School of Harvard University, from which he received his M.D. 
degree in 1944. After putting in part of his internship in surgery at the University of California 
Hospital in San Francisco, he was assigned to the Manhattan District Project in 1945, with the 
rank of lieutenant in the Medical Corps. This was the name given to the atom bomb research and 
production unit.” 

“After six months of training in the project, Bradley was detailed to the radiological safety 
section of Joint Task Force One, the section ordered to carry out President Truman's injunction to 
see "that no one gets hurt" in the "Operation Crossroads" postwar atomic bomb experiment on 
Bikini atoll. Eight months of preparation preceded the detonations in June and July 1946. 
Bradley was one of the "Geiger" men, who determined, after the bomb had exploded, the amount 
of radioactivity in the targets with Geiger counters, which he describes as a "sixth sense, a 
prerequisite to survival in an atomic age." In the period of several months he spent as a monitor 
of the results and conclusions of the experiment, Bradley recorded his tasks and observations in 
his diary.” 
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“Subsequent to serving at Fort Beal upon his return from Bikini, Dr. Bradley was discharged 
from the Army, whereupon he returned to the University of California Hospital to resume his 
studies in surgery. According to Joe McCarthy of the New York Times Book Review, the 
physician originally undertook the writing of No Place to Hide with the intention of submitting it 
as an article to the Atlantic Monthly; but as he worked on it during that year of 1947, the article 
developed into a book. Serialized in the October, November, and December 1948 issues of the 
Atlantic, before its publication in book form in December 1948, the book was also condensed in 
the February 1949 issue of the Reader's Digest as well as reprinted in a pocket edition and for the 
Book-of-the-Month Club. Of his reasons for writing a book on the aftereffects of an atomic 
bomb explosion, Bradley told McCarthy: "As a doctor who has learned something about the 
public health problem connected with it, I feel I should try to let the public know about the 
danger of the atomic bomb. We shouldn't leave that job to experts. It should be shared by 
everyone." 

Sterling North wrote in the New York Post that, “No Place to Hide” was "authoritative and 
quietly terrifying," and went on to add- "Dr. Bradley is no scaremonger. Neither is he an 
uninformed fantasist."  Bradley’s main warning was widely quoted by others: "There are no 
satisfactory countermeasures against the bomb and methods of decontamination. There are no 
satisfactory medical or sanitary safeguards for the people of atomized areas. The devastating 
influence of the bomb and its unborn relatives may affect the land and its wealth-and therefore its 
people-for centuries through the persistence of radioactivity."  Card. 10.5"x13.5". Minor soil, 
light wear.  [40258]  $100

26.  [Penwork]  Spencerian Fancy Ornamental Penmanship Check.  New Orleans: 1875.  
Commerce meets folk art in one of the odder examples of fancy Victorian penwork we have 
seen- a hand-drawn and lettered promissory note. "New Orleans Dec. 1875 - Four months from 
date I promise to pay to the order of E.Y. Warner Nineteen Dollars, value received. Victor 
Howland". Above the text is a delicately drawn dove with branches in its beak. Quite charming.  
Single sheet. 8.5"x3.5". Minor soil, light wear.  [40220]  $250
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27.  [Penwork]  Fancy Hand-drawn Book Plate.  American, 1823.  A nice hand-lettered and 
decorated bookplate- "Corydon Ramsey's - Book - Greenfield, January 15th 1823".  Single sheet. 
6"x3", soil, stain, short rip. Delicate.  [40221]  $65

28.  [Post Office]  May 1838 Request to 
Change a Mail Route in West Chester 
New York.  Addressed to "Postmaster, West 
Chester N.Y. - Respecting attention in Mail 
Routes". "The Post Master at West Chester 
N.Y. is requested to report such a schedule 
for Route No.5 & 3 (West Farms to West 
Chester) as will preserve the connection 
with other mails -He must be careful 
however not to exceed the present running 
time which is half an hour each way. Post 
Office Dept. Contracts Office. May 15th, 
1838."  Single sheet, folds into self-mailer. 
8"x10". Several folds, some soil, edge chip.  
[40211]  $40
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29.  [Quacks]  Toll Gate No.3 Patent Medicine/Medical Book Advertising Card.  Buffalo; Dr. 
E.C. Abbey: 1882.  An entertaining "puzzle card" issued by Dr. E.C. Abbey of Buffalo, New York 
to promote his book, "The Sexual System and Its Derangements", and his patent medicines. A 
number of animals are hidden in the design- at least four of these numbered "Toll Gate" cards 
were issued. Dr. Abbey appears to have been a rival of the noted Dr. R. V. Pierce, also of Buffalo, 
also a seller of self-authored books, patent medicines and systems to combat "women's diseases, 
digestive illness, fatigue, female weakness, and related maladies. On the back of this card, at the 
end of the description of his own book, Dr. Abbey adds, "It tells about Pierce, the King 
Humbug".  Card. 5.5"x3". Minor soil.  [40268]  $25

30.  [Racists]  Racist Victorian 'Auntie Fat and 
Auntie Lean' Trade Card.  Boston; Faulkner 
Job Printers: no date, probably 1860s-70s.  One 
of those rather incredibly racist trade cards the 
Victorians specialized in.  Card. 3"x4.25". Minor 
soil, one corner clipped.  [40267]  $20
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31. [Regional Fiction]  Rives [Troubetzkoy], 
Amelie.  Tanis. The Sang-Digger.  New York; Town 
Topics Publishing Co.: 1893.  

In her book, "The Tangled Roots of Feminism, 
Environmentalism, and Appalachian Literature", 
Elizabeth Sanders Delwiche Engelhardt devotes 
much of her chapter, "Voyeurs and Tourists", to this 
book. "Sang-diggers" were Appalachian diggers of 
the semi-wild ginseng route for export to Chinese 
herbalists, and were, even by Appalachian mountain 
standards, somewhat uncouth. Tanis, a somewhat 
more presentable example of the "type" (for that is 
what the author clearly presents them as) is 
befriended by a pair of middle-class Northeasteners 
who are spending time there for health reasons. They 
try to rescue her from her certain mountain oblivion 
but in the end their efforts are doomed to failure. The 
novel is outstanding today chiefly as an example of 
regional dialect writing and, as Engelhardt puts it, "a 
classist, racist, status-quo argument for 
environmentally-damaging, large-scale extractive 
development". "

Amelie Louise Rives (1863–1945) was an American novelist and poet. Rives wrote at least 
twenty-four volumes of fiction, [and] numerous uncollected poems. In 1888, she published novel 
The Quick or the Dead?, her most famous and popular work that sold 300,000 copies. The work 
depicted erotic passions of a newly widowed woman and earned Rives notoriety. Later she 
turned to theater and began writing plays for Broadway. Her play The Fear Market ran for 118 
performances at the Booth Theatre in 1916. A goddaughter of Robert E. Lee and a granddaughter 
of the engineer and senator William Cabell Rives, who had also been American ambassador to 
France, she was born in Richmond, Virginia and named after her aunt Amelie, a goddaughter of 
French Queen Marie-Amelie. Amelie Rives married eccentric John Armstrong "Archie" Chanler, 
eldest of ten children born to John Winthrop Chanler and Margaret Astor Ward of the Astor 
family. The marriage was scandalous, but unhappy. The couple spent seven years as husband and 
wife, but most of the time lived apart. Rives flirted with George Curzon and began using drugs. 
In 1896, just four months after their divorce, she married Prince Pierre Troubetzkoy, an artist and 
aristocrat after Oscar Wilde introduced them in London. The couple resided at Castle Hill, near 
Cismont, Virginia. She was a close friend of novelist Julia Magruder, a frequent guest at Castle 
Hill, as well as prominent New York novelist Louis Auchincloss, who included a charming 
chapter on her in his memoir, A Writer's Capital."  Hardcover. 5.5"x8", 187 pages. Publisher's 
blue and white cloth covers with some wear and soil, minor internal soil.  [40171]  $45
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32.  [Sewing]  Singer Manufacturing Company (Singer 
Sewing Machines) Paint Card.  Around 1900.  An interesting 
and scarce “paint card” -watercolor swatches for use for touch-
ups by the home sewer(?) or artist.  Unusual and uncommon.  
Card. 2.75"x3". Minor soil.  [40243]  $25

33.  [Silver]  1839/40 Connecticut Silversmith Letters 
Regarding Silver Spoon Order.  A receipt- "Rec Woodbury July 
15, 1839 from E&H Frisby twenty five dollars in Specie to apply 
on order for Spoons - Curtiss Candee +Co.".  A letter: "Woodbury 

Sept. 14, 1840 - Mr. Enos Frisby, Dear Sir, We are obliged to send Mr. French away with out the 
Desert Spoons and the thimble, much against our wishes, we did not finish a Spoon the task 
(illegible) on account of the Water and could get (illegible) finished today for you. We have 
given Mr. French an order for the comb in N. York where he will probably find Mr. Curtiss who 
is now there. We regret that we are now obliged to disappoint you, but it must be so. Very 
Respectfully Yours, Curtiss Candee 
+Co. - P.S. Since writing the above 
they have come from the factory 
with twelve doz Desert which we 
send -Curtiss C+C." 

Bohan and Hammerslough's "Early 
Connecticut Silver" notes that 
Daniel Curtiss (1801-1878) worked 
with Lewis Burton Candee as 
Curtiss, Candee and Company from 
1831 to 1835, when they were 
joined by former apprentice 
Benjamin Stiles and became 
Curtiss Candee & Stiles. Perhaps 
Stiles deserted a sinking ship- the 
firm ceased operation in 1840, 
which is perhaps not a total surprise 
given the general confusion hinted 
at in this letter.  2 pieces: Receipt- 
7,5"x3.75" (torn from larger sheet 
of paper), minor soil. Letter- 
7.5"x10", folded, minor soil, torn 
chip at the top slightly affecting the 
lettering.  [40197]  $250
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34.  [Spirits]  City of Rutland, Vermont Liquor Agency Ledger.  Rutland: August, 1894-July, 
1895.  An intriguing item. A manuscript ledger covering almost a full year's worth of drinking by 
the good citizens of Rutland and nearby towns, with the particulars of who bought what, how 
much, and how often. Each page has columns for the date, name and city of residence of the 
purchaser and the total they paid, and on the facing sheet are columns with the printed headers: 
Alcohol; B. Whiskey; R. Whiskey; Gin; Med. Rum; S.C. Rum; Cherry Rum; F. Brandy; Cal. 
Brandy; Cider Brandy; B.B. Brandy; Port Wine; Sherry Wine; Catawba Wine; Angelica Wine; 
Porter; Bass Ale; Lager; and Champagne. The ledger is completely filled in and runs from 
August 14th, 1894 to July 20th, 1895. A wonderful source of raw data for anyone interested in 
late Victorian drinking habits in New England.  Hardcover. 9.5"x14", about 600 pages; marbled 
endpapers; covers with some soil.  [37429]  $350
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35.  [Spirits]  H.T. Dewey & Sons Co. Pioneer American Wine House.  
New York; ca.1897.  H.T. Dewey was established in Sandusky, Ohio in 1857 after young Hiram 
Dewey, who had apprenticed in the family clock business and not had much luck running a 
jewelry store, purchased a small farm and planted grapes. His vineyard was successful 
immediately, and in 1862 he switched from supplying grapes for the dinner table to making 
wine. Despite a longstanding prejudice against native American wines (which probably had a 
solid basis) he was successful at that as well, and in 1865 the firm H.T. Dewey opened a New 
York office. Vineyards were established in Egg Harbor, New Jersey, and the business flourished 
into the 1920s. 

This catalog offers a variety of fortified wines such as port, claret, sherry, and brandy, as well 
assorted wines, white wines, sweet wines and champagne. Interestingly, a search of the internet 
will also find period advertisements for some H.T. Dewey wine-based patent medicines, 
featuring such lip-smacking combinations as cod liver oil and port wine. such nostrums were 
apparently never more than a sideline, however, and the Dewey firm, along with many other 
American wineries, died a quick death with the enactment of the 18th Amendment and 
Prohibition.  Softcover. 6"x3.25", 32 pages, black & white illustrations. With a Special Offer 
insert. Some soil. Last several pages detached, covers detaching along the spine.  [39739]  $125
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36.  [Taverns]  Late 18th Century Suffield, 
Connecticut Tavern Bill of Fare/Receipt.  
Suffield; Reuben Sikes: no date.  Reuben Sikes 
was born in Somers, Connecticut in 1756 (or 
thereabouts, sources differ), and died in 
Worcester, Massachusetts in 1824. His father, also 
Reuben, had been a well-known judge, but the 
younger Reuben became a blacksmith, a Colonel 
in the Revolutionary War, and was also a tavern 
keeper, with taverns in Suffield and, after 1807, in 
Worcester. In 1783 while living in Suffield, 
Connecticut he and a partner, Levi Pease of 
Shrewsbury, established the first line of stages 
from Boston to New York. Both men were quite 
active in establishing and running stage lines in 
southern New England. This bill, which is 
apportioned in pounds, shillings and pence, likely 
dates from near the start of their enterprise. The 
list of services includes Breakfast, Dinner, Supper, 
Lodging, Liquor, Servants, Horses to Hay, Quarts 
Oats, Seat in the Stage from - to -, and Baggage.  
Single sheet. 3.75"x6.5". Minor soil, light wear.  
[40201]  SOLD

37.  [Temperance]  Constitution - By-Laws and Rules of Order of the Granite Section of 
Cadets of Temperance, No. 10, State of New-Hampshire.  Exeter; C.E. Clark, Printer: 1849.  
The Manuscripts Division of the William L. Clements Library at the University of Michigan, 
which holds Cadets of Temperance (N.Y.) Papers, 1847-1850, explains- 

"The Cadets of Temperance [was] the youth wing of the Sons of Temperance organization, which 
did not admit minors. The Cadets of Temperance accepted members between 12 and 18 years of 
age, in an effort to instill temperance values in children before they could acquire a taste for 
alcohol. For its members, the organization prohibited the use of tobacco and served as a mutual 
aid society in the case of illness. The groups had many practices in common, including charging 
monthly dues of 10-15 cents and requiring parental consent to join. Members met weekly and 
engaged in many fraternal rituals, such as the wearing of ceremonial clothing and the use of 
passwords, songs, recitations, and elaborate titles. Offices within the Cadets included the grand 
worthy archon (G.W.A.), past worthy archon (P.W.A), grand worthy patron (G.W.P.), vice archon 
(V.A.), usher, and watchman. Similar titles were also used by the Sons of Temperance." 
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Samuel Clemens was a member for a short time, and recalled- "In Hannibal, when I was about 
15, I was for a short time a Cadet of Temperance, an organisation which probably covered the 
whole United States during as much as a year, possibly even longer. It consisted in a pledge to 
refrain, during membership, from the use of tobacco; I mean it consisted partly in that pledge and 
partly in a red merino sash, but the red merino sash was the main part. The boys joined in order 
to be privileged to wear it – the pledge part of the matter was of no consequence. It was so small 
in importance that, contrasted with the sash; it was, in fact, non-existent. The organisation was 
weak and impermanent, because there was not enough holidays to support it. We could turn out 
and march and show the red sashes on May Day with the Sunday Schools, and on the 4th July 
with the Sunday Schools, the Independent Fire Company, and the Militia Company. But you 
can’t keep a Juvenile moral institution alive on two displays of its sash per year. As a private, I 
could not have held out beyond one procession; but I was illustrious Grand Worthy Secretary and 
Royal Inside Sentinel, and had the privilege of inventing the passwords and of wearing a rosette 
on my sash. Under these conditions, I was enabled to remain steadfast until I had gathered the 
glory of two displays – May Day and the 4th of July. Then I resigned straightway, and 
straightway left the lodge." 
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Much the same story shows up in Chapter 22 of Tom Sawyer- "Tom joined the new order of 
Cadets of Temperance, being attracted by the showy character of their "regalia". He promised to 
abstain from smoking, chewing, and profanity as long as he remained a member. Now he found 
out a new thing – namely, that to promise not to do a thing is the surest way in the world to make 
a body want to go and do that very thing. Tom soon found himself tormented with a desire to 
drink and swear; the desire grew to be so intense that nothing but the hope of a chance to display 
himself in his red sash kept him from withdrawing from the order. Fourth of July was coming; 
but he soon gave that up – gave it up before he had worn his shackles over forty-eight hours – 
and fixed his hopes upon old Judge Frazer, justice of the peace, who was apparently on his 
deathbed and would have a big public funeral, since he was so high an official. During three days 
Tom was deeply concerned about the Judge's condition and hungry for news of it. Sometimes his 
hopes ran high – so high that he would venture to get out his regalia and practise before the 
looking-glass. But the Judge had a most discouraging way of fluctuating. At last he was 
pronounced upon the mend – and then convalescent. Tom was disgusted; and felt a sense of 
injury, too. He handed in his resignation at once – and that night the Judge suffered a relapse and 
died. Tom resolved that he would never trust a man like that again. The funeral was a fine thing. 
The Cadets paraded in a style calculated to kill the late member with envy. Tom was a free boy 
again, however – there was something in that. He could drink and swear, now – but found to his 
surprise that he did not want to. The simple fact that he could, took the desire away, and the 
charm of it." 

Very scarce. Various states had numerous chapters, but the bylaws are found in OCLC records 
today as single copies, or microfilm copies only. No New Hampshire bylaws at all are found.  
Softcover. 3.5"x5.5", 16 pages. Bound in old 
marbled paper. Minor soil, light wear.  [40199]  
    $375

38.  [Tobacco]  Two Allen & Ginter Straight 
Cut No.1 Cigarette Trade Cards.  Richmond, 
1890s.  A pair of attractive trade cards issued by 
the popular and prolific Virginia firm, picturing 
romance on a village bench.  Two cards, 
5"x3.75". Minor soil, light wear.   [40200]  $25
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39.  [Tobacco]  Cigar Label- The Big Baer Cigar.  Schmidt & Company, 1903.  A colorful cigar 
label featuring a large bear hugging a cigar.  Embossed and printed label. 4.25"x4.25". Minor 
soil.  [40239]  $25

40.  [Tobacco]  Balto Cigarettes Promotional Card -1920s.  An attractive two-sided card 
showing a young female cowpoke and young female bellhop, both happily smoking a Balto.  
Card. 2.5"x6". Minor soil, light wear.  [40234]  $25

41.  [Wallpaper]  M.M. Brown, 
Painting & Paper Hanging, 
Jacksonville, VT. Agents for Alfred 
Peats & Co. Prize Wallpapers.  
New York; American Lithograph Co.: 
1902.  A colorful trade card, extolling the 
virtues of wallpaper, specifically Alfred 
Peats wallpaper.  Card. 5"x3", color 
lithograph. Fine.  [37757]   $35
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42.  [Whaling]  Promissory Bond for Whaling Crewman.  Honolulu: 1885.  "$60 - Honolulu, 
Oct 27, 1885 - On Demand for Value Received, I promise to pay Capt Kelley or Order, the Sum 
of Sixty Dollars, if I fail, after notice from the Master or Agents, to deliver J E Walters (unless he 
should be dead), on board the C H Pigeon in which vessel he has this day Shipped. - H Hart, 
Licensed Shipping Agent". 

The Cape Horn Pigeon was 212 ton whaling bark, built in Dartmouth in 1854 and lost on a reef 
off Hakodate, Japan, in 1897. She was registered in Dartmouth in her earlier years, later in New 
Bedford, and in San Francisco from 1887 to 1897. She is listed in the registry of San Francisco 
Shanghaiers in the J. Porter Shaw Library at the San Francisco Maritime National Historical 
Park. This was Cape Horn Pigeon's last voyage while she was registered as a New Bedford 
vessel. She was on voyage to the Pacific from September 1884 to October 1887 under Captain 
William T. Greenwood, and returned with 520 barrels of sperm oil, 450 barrels of whale oil, and 
4,500 barrels of whalebone. The "Captain Kelley" was Benjamin J. Kelley, who had commanded 
the ship on her previous voyage, to the Pacific, from August 1880 to June 1884, and then 
apparently set up shop in Hawaii to work for the owners (a far better berth than a whaleship 
bunk). 

The Cape Horn Pigeon's lasting claim to fame was a legal case which ensued when she was 
seized by the Russians in 1893 while whaling, legally, in the Okhotsk Sea. The captain and crew 
were held in Vladivostok for a time, before being released without charge. On the night of July 
13, 1897, she was wrecked on a reef off the coast of Japan during a storm, her entire crew being 
saved, but the vessel, and her cargo of 10,000 barrels of sperm oil, was a total loss.  Single sheet. 
8.5"x3.75". Partly printed. Minor soil.  [40190]  $100
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43.  [World’s Fair]  1939 New York World’s Fair “Polaroid Viewers” for the 
Chrysler Motors Exhibit.   The 1939 New York World's Fair website notes of the 
imposing Art Deco Chrysler exhibition pavilion- "Upon entering the Great Hall, visitors 
entered three exhibits that displayed Chrysler's progress, products, and processes. In an 
air-conditioned auditorium with seating for 400, visitors viewed a 3-D film that made 
them feel like a Plymouth was being assembled in their midst. The Plymouth, Dodge, 
DeSoto and Chrysler cars were displayed in a glittering 'frozen forest', created by 
Chrysler's Airtemp Division. In the third exhibit, visitors saw actual tests of materials, 
processes, and operations conducted by Chrysler." These glasses would presumably have 
been for viewing the 3-D film.  Card. 5.25"x2". Minor wear, light soil.  [40242]  $35
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That’s All, Folks!
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